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2In this paper, we consider a new approach employ-
ing anomalous U (1)
A
gauge symmetry. We show that
this gauge symmetry allows for all of these problems to
be solved in a natural manner. The author and col-
laborators have already pointed out that employing the
anomalous U (1)
A
gauge symmetry allow us to solve var-
ious problems that plague GUTs [2, 3, 12, 13], for exam-
ple, the doublet-triplet splitting problem, proton instabil-
ity, unrealistic GUT relations between quark and lepton
Yukawa matrices, and unnatural gauge coupling unica-
tion. One of the most important features of the GUT
scenario is that the theory can be dened once we x the
anomalous U (1)
A
charges, because generic interactions
are introduced. Vacuum expectation values (VEVs) are



















are GUT gauge singlet operators with
charges o
i
, and   hi =  1. Here the Froggatt-
Nielsen (FN) eld  has an anomalous U (1)
A
charge
of  1 [14]. (In this paper we choose   2  10
16
GeV, which results from the natural gauge coupling uni-
cation [12], and   0:22.) Throughout this paper,
we denote all superelds and chiral operators by up-
percase letters and their anomalous U (1)
A
charges by
the corresponding lowercase letters. When convenient,
we use units in which  = 1. Such a vacuum struc-
ture is naturally obtained if we introduce generic inter-
actions even for higher-dimensional operators and if the
F -atness conditions determine the scale of the VEVs.
In this paper, we show that by applying the vacuum
relation (4) to the Higgs which breaks the non-abelian
horizontal gauge symmetry, realistic quark and lepton
mass matrices including large neutrino mixing angles
can be obtained, while the FCNC processes are sup-
pressed. In other words, we show how the FCNC pro-
cesses can be suppressed by introducing non-abelian hor-
izontal gauge symmetry into our GUT scenario, in which
realistic Yukawa mass matrices have already been ob-
tained. We should note that horizontal gauge symmetry
may introduce a problem, because the non-vanishing D-
term may break the degeneracy of the sfermion masses.
Therefore it may necessary to include some mechanism
that suppresses the D-term, as in Ref. [15], but in this
paper, we do not discuss this problem.
Let us explain the basic idea with an SU (5) GUT




. The eld content is given
in Table I.
Table I. Typical values of anomalous U (1)
A
charges.

























5 1 1 5
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5 1 1 1 1
SU (2)
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j = j hF
a









; using the SU (2)
H








































f f), it is obvious that with the eective






 x + f , and ~x
1

x f for x =  ; t; n, the Yukawa matrices of the quarks
and leptons Y
u;d;e;
and the right-handed neutrino mass
matrixM
R











































































































for X = 	; T;N . Throughout this
paper, we omit O(1) coeÆcients for simplicity. Then,






























: In theories in
which Yukawa couplings are determined by U (1) charges,
as in the above, the unitary matrices V
y
P
(y = u; d; e; 




























































































typical charge assignment given in Table I, we obtain re-
alistic structure of quark and lepton mass matrices, in
which large neutrino mixing angles are also realized.


























, because a reasonable assumption like SUSY break-
ing in the hidden sector, leads to an A
y
that is propor-
tional to the Yukawa matrix Y
y
[16]. Roughly speaking,













































































for 10 elds and

















































can be realized in the
model described by Table I. The essential points are
that the Yukawa hierarchy is determined by the (eec-
tive) anomalous U (1)
A
charges, while the corrections
to the sfermion masses are determined by the VEVs
































, which are required to be of the same or-


































. On the other















, because of the U (1)
A
symme-


























. This, then, leads to smaller
corrections to the sfermion masses. In other words, be-
cause the negative value of the charge

f can increase























larger values of these Yukawa couplings can be realized by
smaller VEVs of F and

F , which lead to smaller correc-
tions to the sfermion masses. Unfortunately, even with
these smaller corrections, the FCNC processes are not
suppressed for two reasons, because the neutrino mixing
angles are large and because R

5
 O(1). The various














[17]. In this model, these mixing





















































In order to suppress the contribution to 
K
in K me-
son mixing, scalar quark masses larger than 1 TeV are
required, and in order to suppress the  ! e process,
scalar lepton masses larger than 300 GeV are required.








can be small enough to suppress
the FCNC processes. To understand this, rst note that
under E
6
 SO(10)  SU (5), the fundamental represen-
tation 27 is divided as
27! 16[10+





+ 5] + 1[1]: (11)
We introduce two pairs of 27 and 27 to break E
6
into















into SO(10), which is broken into SU (5) by the VEVs











. Because the three funda-
mental representation elds 	
i
(27) (i = 1; 2; 3) include
3  (10 + 5) + 6 

5 of SU (5), only three of the six

5
become massless. The 36 mass matrix is obtained from



























because top quark has larger
Yukawa couplings than the rst and second generation
elds. Therefore, as discussed in Ref. [3], it is nat-
ural that these three massless

5 elds come from the





the smaller charge  
3
results in larger masses of the

5 elds from 	
3
. If the rst two multiplets become





then it is obvious that the sfermion masses for these
three modes

5 are equal at leading order. Then, if
we x the model by setting (f;

f ) = ( 2; 3) and




; c; c) = (5; 2; 4; 2; 5; 2) (noting that odd
R-parity is required for the matter elds 	 and 	
3
),
































   c + c) = 2. As discussed in
Ref. [13], it is natural that the Higgs elds H and

H
are included in 10
























. Then the structure of the quark
and lepton Yukawa matrices becomes the same as that
found in the previous SU (5) model. The correction to
the sfermion masses Æ ~m

5
can be approximated from the































which leads to the same Æ

5






. This decreases the lower limit of the scalar










































symmetry is that we can extend the hori-
zontal gauge group to SU (3)
H
. In this model the three
generations of quarks and leptons can be unied into a
single multiplet, 	(27;3). Supposing that the horizontal
gauge symmetry SU (3)
H
is broken by the VEVs of two








3) (i = 2; 3) as
j hF
ia






















; the eective charges

















































































































gives the same predictions for the mass matrices of

















(2; 3; 4; 3),  = 13=2, and (;

; c;c) = ( 7; 3; 8; 0)
may be more interesting, because mass matrices for
quarks and leptons that are essentially the same as those
in Ref. [3] are obtained if we set 
1:5
= 0:22. ]









we add a Higgs sector that breaks E
6
into the gauge










which the degeneracy of the sfermion masses is naturally
obtained. As discussed in Refs. [3, 13], these models yield
not only realistic quark and lepton mass matrices but
also natural doublet-triplet splitting. As an example, the




















78 78 27 27 27 27 27 27
U (1)
A
 1 5  4 2  5  2 9 7
Z
2
    + + + +    
Here, all the Higgs elds are singlets under the horizon-





ditional elds that are not singlets under the horizontal
gauge symmetry are required for anomaly cancellation,
for example, a doublet for SU (2)
H
models and a 10 for
SU (3)
H
models. It may be interesting to introduce non-
singlet Higgs elds under the horizontal gauge symmetry.










teresting predictions for the structure of sfermion masses,
in addition to the predictions on B-physics which are ex-
amined in the literature [18]. Roughly speaking, all the
sfermion elds have nearly equal masses, except the third
generation elds included in 10 of SU (5). More pre-





. Though the size of such contributions
vary greatly among the models, and some of these con-
tributions must be small in order to suppress the FCNC
processes, it is important to test these GUT models with
precisely measured masses of sfermions, as discussed in
Ref. [19].
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